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Caledonian Railway 65' Corridor Stock
Prototype Notes

and building instructions covering D94-97A.

 D94 Corridor Composite,

 D95 Corridor Brake Composite (3F/4T),

 D95A Corridor Brake Composite (4F/3T),

 D95B Corridor Brake Composite (2F/5T),

 D96 Corridor 3rd (illustrated below),

 D97 Corridor Brake 3rd (5cpt),

 D97A Corridor Brake 3rd (7cpt).



Part 1 Prototype Notes
Section 1 Introduction

The August 1905 edition of ‘The Railway Engineer’ carries a feature headed “65ft. Composite Corridor 
Carriages; Caledonian Railway” which starts -
“ THE Caledonian R. Co. have lately built some new trains for their service between Glasgow and 

Edinburgh and Perth and Aberdeen. They are composed of corridor carriages 65ft. long over the 

locomotive carriage and wagon superintendent of the Caledonian R. …”

The feature continues -
“

heating and electric light (Stones’s system).”

‘The Railway Engineer’ carries a copy of the General Arrangement drawing for the corridor composite 

   3rd class 1st class
Diagram Type Weight seats/comps. seats/comps.

stock. Careful attention was paid to the springing and upholstery of the seats which were covered in a 

automatic draught excluders were also incorporated.

with gilt scrolls and much other gilt work. The upholstery was brown moquette trimmed with lace. The 
electrolier was this time gilt and rated rather higher at 40 candle power. The non-smoking compartments 



boast hot water albeit only when the training heating equipment was in use.

(half lighting could be selected) as well as a safe and bicycle racks.

All the coaches shared a common underframe which was 64'10" long over the headstocks and built 

The underframe was braced with four queen trusses whose posts were carried on cross members below 
the soles. These members were let into the centre longitudinal members.

appear to have been used on through Glasgow-Taunton workings and a photograph of one with a 

'1"

' "
‡ are cove roofed.

The accompanying 4mm scale drawings show the coaches in original condition.

Section 2 Interior Plans

T





Section 3 Numbering

D C.R.  L.M.S. L.M.S. Order Built With- Disposed Brake Brake at
 No. 1st No. 2nd No.   drawn  as built 31/12/33
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Section 4 Brake Equipment

“V” hanger orientation
(queenposts omitted for clarity)



Figure 1 View on underside showing original brake equipment and battery boxes

stock with a reasonable life expectancy to vacuum brake which it had adopted as standard at the 

Figure 2 View on underside showing “conventional” style vacuum brake conversion and 
replacement battery boxes



Figure 3 View on underside showing L&Y style vacuum brake conversion

made good use of what it was given in its usual parsimonious fashion.)

removed but a photograph will be your best guide for the other coaches.

Section 5 External Changes

are documented below.

change as the Havocs required replacement or later batches of the coaches may have been built 

be a combination of the two sets circumstances.

days and were very rare if present at all by nationalisation.

arrangement drawings and all available photographs show these coaches having a lavatory 

1) the plans were amended at the design stage and the coaches were built with this lavatory 
from new or

before 
the publicity photographs were taken) and the G.A. drawings were amended to suit after the 
event.



The only other external change to at least some coaches would be the inevitable but ugly repairs 

Section 6 C.R. Livery

a)  The class was written in full on each door waist panel of composite coaches and twice on each 
side in the waist panel between the end and second compartments on all third coaches.

ii) the outermost door and the coach end on the corridor side.

side either on the centre door if one existed or centrally placed on the panel which crossed 
the centre line.

d)  The coach number and the company initials were placed on the waist panel with the number 
always appearing to the right of the central door and C.R
the panel.

Some at least of these coaches carried lettering describing the service in the panels above the 

lettering was probably only carried for a short time as to be so lettered later on would have limited 
their usefulness on other services.

Section 7 L.M.S. Livery and numbering

livery. All raised beadings were painted black and edged in a 8 " gold line. Ends were crimson-lake 
with steps etc. picked out in black. Roofs were generally painted lead grey above the rainstrips 
and black between the rainstrips and cantrail but again this would soon assume an overall muddy 
grey colour in service.

as near to the coach centre line as possible. The coach number appeared twice in the waist panel 

up and revarnish”. Therefore an individual coach would not sport every change and it is quite 



possible that some coaches ended the war still fully lined out.

end.

aluminium.

yellow for both lining and insignia is now a chrome yellow.

1946 Simple lining reinstated but in straw yellow.

and then by diagram within that company’s stock. Carried to its full conclusion each diagram 

+

 

Section 8 BR Livery

livery but if you know of any exceptions please let me know.

such in small letters in the waist panel of the door.



Section 9 Train Formations

coach is simply described T.

probably placed between the two sections. The train was known as the “Grampian” express and 

Such rigidity of formation did not last for very long and the coaches (plus those to three later 65’ 
corridor diagrams) were soon to be found all over and indeed beyond the C.R. system. A few 



Although Somerset is probably the farthest any of the 65’ coaches strayed in pre-grouping days 
(unless you

Section 10 Acknowledgements



Part 2 Building Instructions

Section 1 General

inform me immediately of any shortages.

90°.

Section 2 Bogies

to four wheeled compensated wagons in Scalefour. The “rocking” elements are identical in 
function to those used in wagons but are deployed in an unusual fashion. The bogie is split 

on a central frame. Two of the rocking elements are in line with the track centre and the 
third is at right angles to it. This means that looking on the side of the bogie there is a split 
in the side frame. This split is however concealed behind part of an axleguard and thus is 
not obvious when the bogie is on the track.

section such that they can pass through the slots in the lower section once the two are folded 
together.

the front and rear layers together via the access holes in the rear layer.



of solder along the fold.

    
    

   

everything in place.

   
    

frame to the brake blocks.

    
  



of the bogie mounting plates as shown in the sketch with the half moon stabilisers in the 

female halves of the press studs to the centres.

    

   
     

the bogie frame while the supports for the double boards should be made from the narrow 
strips on the bogie etch.

    

Section 3 Underframe

and then fold the sides down 
to give .

place.



Read section 4 now to determine which from among the safety loop, “V” hangers and 
“W” bracket your brake arrangement requires and fold these down at right angles to the 

with the half-etched line to the inside and then fold back the two outer sections again to 180°. 
Solder the seams trying not to get solder into the two holes in the inner layers and clean 
up.

in a square pattern on the solebar mark the positions. Solder in place.

prior 

are represented by spilt pins. The truss rods themselves are made from the 0.45mm wire 
supplied.

    
      

 
x

but should be left overlong for now. These are the outer trusses.

The central portion wraps around the wire truss rod with the half etch to the inside. Tin the 

transverse girders and solder the queenposts together and to the transverse girders.

x should be decreased 
by 1mm

out if necessary and solder in place such that the height of the inner truss rods matches the 
outer ones.

from their true positions to allow the bogies enough side play on underscale curves.

Section 4 Underframe Fittings

4.1 Please check in the prototype notes which brake arrangement you require. 



arrangement of two small and one large battery box as shown in the sketch in the prototype 

underframe opposite the safety loop behind the large battery box with the linking piece 
uppermost such that the hole in the frame is on the coach centre line. Take the cylinder and 
reservoir and twist such that the cylinder can mount on the frame with the reservoir on the 

position.

can be slid onto the transverse girders and soldered in position before the girders themselves 

to follow any instructions you may have skipped by the necessity of taking this one out of 
sequence.

either end. There is also a brace in the middle and the lug on the box should be bent back at 

and solder in place.

vacuum cylinder in its place retaining the original safety loop. Solder the cylinder in place 



disaster then reduce the diameter still further and solder the supplied etched heads in place. 

couplings as required.

Section 5 Body

(or train alarm gear lugs) forward at 90° such that they will pass through the slots in the 

forward. Tin the outside of the inner ends and the inside of the outer ends.

together.

to the body.

of the handrails on the ends with steps. The upper end of these handrails locate on the roof 

the tabs.

 

    

it on the coach side and roll gently from the waist towards the bottom. This should produce 

diagram 5.8.

solder to an end taking care to get it square.

5.10 Solder the same side to the other end again taking care to get it square.



lie correctly (i.e.  not  

 ) and solder in place.

ends and solder the overlaps together.

     

       Don’t solder the tops together yet.

5.14 Locate each connection over the lugs on the ends and solder in place. Check the top curve 

frame and locate the frame over the four lugs on the body of the corridor connection. Solder 
in place and clean up the tabs.

Section 6 Interior

as a pattern.

 i.e. Except at brake compartment ends make a right angle bend between the last compartment 
and the lavatory and then bend the lavatory wall back to an angle of about 45° at the next 
etched line such that the end of the wall can be soldered to the coach end clear of the gangway 

90°.

interior can impede access.



Section 7 Roof

in place taking care they are square and then slot all four into the other stringer and solder.
     

  
   

might impede the proper seating of the roof.

 
 

  shape.

ribs.

and solder in place in their roof holes.

choice to the roof (see Prototype Notes).

Section 8 Final Assembly

and Prototype Notes).



ends.

8.9 Reattach the bogies.
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